
Choose Your Own Adventure Instructions 
 

Cut out the instructions and place them at stations around your meeting room. Split students into small groups and play the game, where choices 
have to be made at each location. Teams will need to make decisions quickly in order to finish the game. You may need more than one set of 
equipment for each station if there are many students and you have more than 5 teams. 

When a team has won, debrief the game. What were some difficult choices? What were easy ones? Was there a choice you wish you 
hadn’t made? 

 
Station No. Equipment Needed Instructions 

1 

- At least 1 die 
- At least 1 tennis ball. 

Choose between: 
• Each team member must roll a 6 with the die, OR 
• Each team member must successfully throw a tennis ball in 

the air and clap 8 times before catching the ball again (ball 
must not touch the ground). 

2 

- dinner plate filled with flour 
- jellybeans (place one at a time in flour) 

Choose between: 
• 1 volunteer must find the jellybean in the plate of flour using 

only their mouth, OR 
• The whole team must squawk like a chicken for a full 30 

seconds. 

3 

- list of scavenger items 
- enough balloons for group 

Choose between: 
• Find the following items: (1) FOUR Maths textbooks, (2) your 

teacher’s middle name, (3) ONE driver’s licence, (4) TEN blue 
pens and (5) THREE different socks  show these to the 
teacher before moving to the next station OR 

• Each team member must blow up a balloon and then burst 
it, using only their hands. 

4 

- mini-basketball hoop or dartboard 
- at least 1 deck of cards  

Choose between: 
• Each team member must successfully shoot the ball through 

the basket once/hit a specific area on the dartboard OR 
• Shuffle cards FULLY and lay the top 3 cards on the table. 

There must be at least 2 cards of the same number 
displayed, otherwise try again with a new team member 
shuffling. 

5 

- teaspoon and a jar of Vegemite 
 

Choose between: 
• One team member must eat a teaspoon full of Vegemite, 

chewing 5 times before swallowing, OR 
• The whole team must sing the school song in its entirety. 

 


